
Jail & Bail 

Jail & Bail can be a game format or a side bet. At the start of this game you have been arrested and sent to jail. 

The object is to make bail and remain out of jail because the winners are the player(s) who are free after 18 

holes. Bail fees are based on handicap (see below). But once you are free a high score, based on handicap (see 

below), will get you re-arrested. Variation; After 18 holes if your score is better than Par + HDCP you beat the 

rap and are freed (cleared of all charges). 

Course Handicap Ranges Bail Rates Bail Violations (re-arrested) 

0 - 12 4 Pars or better in a row Bogie or worse 

13 - 20 3 Pars or better in a row Double Bogie or worse 

21 – 30 2 Pars or better in a row Triple Bogie or worse 

31 - 40 1 Par or better Quad Bogie or worse 

41 - up 1 Bogie or better Score of 10 or up 
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